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Website Description
Do you love to visit new places and explore different cultures, but have only explored
your city, state, or home country? Have you traveled the world and want tips to
improve your experiences?

This website is designed to inspire and encourage anyone to travel. The distance is
unimportant, but the journey is why we travel. Allowing yourself to forfeit a comfort
zone is difficult, especially in the 21st Century and with a global pandemic. Travel
now more than ever has become complicated, stressful, and expensive.

This website contains information on:
a) Travel basics - how to plan and organize a trip abroad. Things to consider,

obstacles, insurance, locations, and activities.
b) Travel tips for the novice and experienced traveler. What are our common or

shared experiences of travel? What are the best and worst experiences?
c) Packing for any trip - overnight, weekend, or long haul. What do you need to

take on your journey and what can be left behind?
d) Developing an enjoyable travel itinerary - A holiday no matter how long or

short should be enjoyable and allow travelers to relax. A jam packed itinerary
with no room for bathroom breaks is not fun.

e) Creative Travel - develop your own collage or online “scrapbook”. Reflection
and sharing is part of travel. Don’t forget that there are many resources that
can help showcase your pictures or videos or even help make you
“instafamous”.

Target Audience
The target audience for this project is anyone interested in travel or learning more
about good travel planning. The website is designed for novice or expert travelers
and will connect individuals with resources, provide important travel data, and help
travelers to plan an epic adventure.

Learning Objectives
1. Using this website as a guide prospective travelers will be able to recognize

travel resources with 100% accuracy.
2. Using the packing tips on this website travelers will be able to recall packing

needs with 80% accuracy.
3. Using the travel basics page of this website travelers will be able to summerize

how to book a trip easily online with 100% accuracy.


